
six quick tips to help
continuous
improvement
deliver results faster 

This short guide shares six continuous
improvement ideas that can help you and your
business to accelerate the positive change  you

want.
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INTRODUCTION
Thanks for downloading this guide. Over the next few pages
I will share with you some tips based on years of helping
businesses accelerate their own continuous improvement
projects.

Continuous improvement should be a simple enough approach; find ways to
improve and don't stop. This isn't the experience that all businesses
experience and in this short guide I am going to share with you a handful of
tips that have the power to make a difference to the level and speed of results
you get from continuous improvement.

If you need any more support and guidance then don't be shy. Drop me an
email at gilesjohnston@smartspeed.co.uk . or get in touch via the website.

All the best,

Giles Johnston
Giles Johnston

 Smartspeed Consulting Limited 
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Properly using PDCA 
PDCA is one of the standard 'go to' tools for continuous improvement.

 

If you haven't come across it before, it stands for:

 

Plan

Do

Check

Act

 

In my experience a lot of businesses have the following problems, that if
you can avoid will give your continuous improvement a big boost:

 

Their planning is ineffective and at best they rush this. It is often better to
wait a little longer to start an improvement (by thinking the plan through)
than just jumping in (although don't paralyse yourself by trying to achieve
perfection!).

 

 They don't check. If the improvement doesn't work straightaway then the
improvement idea loses attention and eventually gets chalked up to being a
bad idea. I see tons of good ideas go down the toilet because of a lack of
formality around the check stage - this is where learning takes place!
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There are no pre-defined ways that the business can Act. Once you have
planned an improvement, carried out some activity and then checked the
results you have the option to make a decision about what you do next. It
could be that you want to keep going, change the plan, write an SOP
(Standard Operating Procedure), deliver some training, update your quality
system or something else. Come up with a list of standard Act activities to
make this a whole lot easier for your business.

 

The frequency at which businesses formally look at these stages is often
too long. PDCA is also known as 'the continuous improvement cycle' - you
are meant to go round it several times! As a guide, have lots of short cycles
at the start and end of a project and (if you need to) have fewer during the
middle part of the project.

 

PDCA is a brilliant framework, but often under utilised. If you use the four
points above you can quickly improve your continuous improvement
results. 
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Using the tiny steps of Kaizen
Kaizen is an often misunderstood approach with continuous improvement.

 

For many people 'Kaizen' is simply a Japanese word for continuous
improvement, whereas it was originally focused around making
improvements based on tiny incremental changes. 

 

It is this latter definition that we can use to accelerate our own projects. 

 

If we looked further into the origins of Kaizen we would find it being used
as a psychological tool to help people to overcome their fears around
change by building confidence through small actions within their locus of
control. These small steps can then build momentum and the pace of
change can be blistering. 

 

So, how can we practically harness Kaizen?

 

If your projects are not getting buy in from your team then you can consider
breaking the first few project tasks down further. If the sub-tasks are
relatively quick to undertake, appear simple and can be completed on top
of all of the other tasks we all have everyday then you have a good chance
of getting people to complete their tasks and gain momentum.
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Likewise, if your project has stalled part way through then using tiny steps
can be a really effective way to re-ignite progress. You don't have to break
down all the tasks, just the immediate activity.

 
Finally, if you aren't sure about the activity ahead (or project for that
matter) then break it down and carry out a number of exploratory sub-
tasks. They will be lower risk to the business, take less time and be more
palatable to most.

 

Kaizen is a great strategy and can be really powerful when combined with
the PDCA approach. Instead of thinking of the PDCA cycle as a circle, think of
it as a spiral (spinning outwards). Small steps to get you started, within a
framework of regular planning, checking and acting.  
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Embracing the 80/20 rule 
Have you come across the 80/20 rule before?

 

It is also known as the Pareto Principle and is a great way to help your team
to focus on the important tasks infront of them. The rule steers us towards
a view of the world where we recognise the imbalance between the various
causes and effects. In short, a small amount of effort (the 20%) can lead to a
disproportionate amount of results (the 80%). The world is wonky and more
extreme cause-effect relationships are possible.

 

This approach is also a great way to build upon your Kaizen and PDCA tools.
If you can distinguish the tasks within your improvement project in terms of
their impact on the final result then you can separate them into the first
20% of tasks and the second group of 80%.

  

Practically speaking this can give you two phases of improvement.

 

The first phase is the potent 20% that will give you the bulk of your results
and is a great testing ground.

 

The second phase is there to wrap up and cement the improvement. The
tasks are not necessarily to be ignored as many of them are likely to help
you keep the gains from the improvement in place.
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This approach is great when you have limited time and resources to
undertake continuous improvement. When one improvement is
implemented to the point that you get results you should be able to either
save time or money; this is a real test for your improvement work.

 

If you save time then you can invest this new capacity into future
improvement work, effectively creating a virtuous cycle.

 

Remember also that the 80/20 rule applies to your project selection too.
Not all of your improvement projects will have the same impacts; be
selective here also.

 

Can you see how these tools stack on top of each other? I'll summarise
them all at the end of this guide to help you get the most out of the tips.
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Knowing how much change is enough 
Continuous improvement can bring about a lot of tangible benefits to a
business, but how do we decide if the planned change is enough?

 

I have worked with businesses that have made improvements only to find
out that the degree of change hasn't been enough to make a real tangible
difference (against the competition, improving profitability or minimising
resources required). It is a pretty common issue and seems to be related to
the nature of continuous improvement.

 

When we start an improvement the vision, the goal, is not always crystal
clear. Because of this lack of clarity we head off in the right general
direction, but the place that we stop at isn't always agreed upon. It feels
that many businesses just stop rather than arrive.

 

There are two really good ways to flip this situation around and both of
them will answer the question of 'how much change is enough?'.

 

The first approach is to look at how much resource / cost / effort you want
the improvement area in question to consume in the future. For example, if
the activity requires two hours now to complete, what does good look like in
the future? Decide how much resource you want to deploy on this activity /
process / product in the future and use that to define an outcome you
would like to reach.
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The second approach is to articulate what good looks like from the
perspective of what people will be doing, experiencing and performing. If
you write out a number of bullet points you should be able to create a
pretty good vision of where you want to get to.

 

If you combine the two you will have an effective method that will push
your thinking in the right direction. Not only will you have something that
you can measure against but something that you can clearly design for.

 

Designing a solution for a 2% improvement is a lot different to designing
something for a 70% improvement (or 300% improvement!). By getting your
outline vision of 'what good looks like' onto paper you have a better chance
of getting to where you need to get to.

 

This approach can be combined with the previous three tips; a really potent
combination for making change happen.
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Encouraging concerns to be shared 
A challenge that many managers have is dealing with gripes, grumbles and
concerns of their staff. From a continuous improvement perspective
gathering these grumbles and concerns about how well a process, or event,
is operating is key to improving engagement and broadening improvement
opportunities in the longer term.

 

The key to making this not just a list of grumbles is deciding what to do with
the grumbles. For each grumble there needs to be a tangible improvement
action. To take the pressure off the manager this approach can be seen as a
team event where the focus is on personal responsibility:

 

"If you don't like the situation, what can you personally do about it?"

 

This is not designed for the manager to shirk responsibilities, but to be
clear about what is in our control to improve. By keeping a record of these
concerns, the decision made and the outcome you can either improve the
situation of something, escalate it or 'put it to bed' once and for all. Some
things you will be able to change and some you won't, but at least you are
maximising the level of improvement.

 

I have found over the years how astonishing it can be to open up the
conversation with all members of staff and see what comes out. There is
often a concern of senior staff that you might open a can of worms, but
facilitated correctly (with expectations outlined at the start of who has the
final say regarding decisions) this shouldn't be a problem.
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Don't miss the opportunity to engage with your staff and discover a wider
range of concerns; everyone sees something different and you will be
missing a trick if you don't ask the question.

 

From a project perspective, raising concerns allows the improvement
process to take place more effectively.

 

From a day-to-day operational perspective, new opportunities for
improvement will arise.

 

And, if you keep on asking the question (and possibly guiding them using
the visions you have created) you might just find the next breakthrough
improvement idea!
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Keeping your improvements visible 
With all of the modern technology we have at our fingertips it is easy to
keep our improvement activities hidden away on PCs, tablets and
smartphones.

 

One of the simplest strategies, and one that can be the catalyst that you
need for your improvement activities is this - keep your improvement work
visible.

 

Whether you choose to bring up your electronic information onto a large TV
in  your office, or use a whiteboard / flip chart or something a little more
physical it doesn't matter. There is an important reason why to do this:

 

If you keep the improvements visible to all your staff it becomes easier to
have an ongoing conversation about change

 

I recommend that you have a regular meeting slot to talk about the changes
going through your business and review your action plans. If you are in tight
spot I recommend that you meet daily. If you are in a comfortable position
then you could meet monthly; weekly is a good frequency if you are in
doubt.

 

By developing this routine discipline you will amplify the effects of the
other five tips in this guide. You might feel short of time, but something is
better than nothing (remember Kaizen?).
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Make this tip your cornerstone and develop the other tips as you go. Even
just having a weekly slot with your team to talk about continuous
improvement is a huge step forward for many businesses. Over time you
can structure the conversation, build in your improvement plans, facilitate
the grumbles / concerns and develop your team into effective change
agents.

 

If you can make your improvement plans as visual as possible this will help
too. Using red, amber and green as indicators is great place to start. Graphs
are often great too; put your imagination into effect and ask how your team
can quickly understand the status of your improvements by just having a
quick glance at the walls.

 

Keep your improvement activity visible and watch the rate of progress soar!
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In summary
To conclude the tips in this guide:

 

 Embrace all of the PDCA cycle 

Don't forget to routinely check progress, learn from it and have a pre-
defined selection of 'Act' activities at your disposal.

 

Utilise tiny steps

Break down your improvement steps in order to increase buy in, test out
ideas and re-ignite activities that have stalled.

 

Find the 20% that makes the difference

Take advantage of the world being wonky (from a results perspective) and
be selective about what you work on at any one time.

 

Decide how much change you want / need

Create purposeful visions to help you team design solutions of the right
magnitude and arrive at a destination that is right for the business.

 

Capitalise on concerns

Open up the conversation to your team and capture the broader selection
of concerns and issues that can lead to your next breakthrough
improvement.
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Keep the improvements visible

Don't hide your activity away, use it to engage with your team in a regular
discussion and make it easy to review.

 

These six tips when used individually can make a difference to the quality
and quantity of improvement activities that you will be able to complete.
When these tips are stacked the rate of improvement can be phenomenal.

 

I urge you to play with the ideas in this guide and develop / refine your own
approach.

 

Good luck with your improvements,

 

 

Giles
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ABOUT Giles Johnston
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My background
I started my career in Production
Management initially within the
Manufacturing sector, working to
complete my Chartership and working
in a variety of roles.

My experiences moved between
improving on time delivery
performance, productivity and
profitability.

What I do now
I spend most of my time consulting;
my clients want to be more
productive, more effective and more
efficient.

I also spend a lot of my time writing
in my blogs and developing books,
software and courses.

I hope that the information I share
has been useful to you.

 

Giles Johnston 
Giles Johnston

Smartspeed Consulting Limited 
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Discover many more practical
improvement ideas and strategies

Sign up for your free month

If you want to have access to more ideas, strategies, tools
and worksheets that can further accelerate your

improvement activities then check out Making It Happen.

This bite-size online course creates a year of continuous
improvement and comes with a free one month  trial. To

find out more click on the button below.
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